
1. When I walked past the teacher’s home, she ________ the next day’s lesson.
A. is getting ready for B. gets ready for
C. was getting ready for D. got ready for

2. The box is _____ heavy for the girl ____ carry.
A. too; to B. enough; to C. so; that D. such; that

3. —What do you know about Steve Jobs?
— He was _______ an amazing leader _______ the father of the computer. He

died on October 5th.

A. not ; but B. neither ;nor C. not only; but also D. either;
or
4. I'll let you know as soon as he _________.

A. will come back B. comes back C. is coming back D. come
back

5. —You must be very excited about going to New York for further study.
— __________, but I am afraid I won’t do well because my English is poor.

A. I’m sorry B. Certainly not C. I don’t know yet D. Well, I should be

6.The little boy was blind _______ birth. We should have pity _______ him.
A. at, for B. at, on C. for, on D. at, at
7. Tim cook called his mother every week even while he _______ around the world.
A.was traveling B. is traveling C. traveled D. travels
8. -I think cycling isn’t as exciting as climbing.

-That’s because you can’t ride well. _______, both of them are interesting.
A. In the beginning B. In fact C. As a result D. At last
9． _______ will the weather be like tomorrow？
-I hope it will be _______. There are many wet clothes at home.

A. What, cloudy B. How, snowy C. What, sunny D. How, fine
10．-Would you like to attend china’s got talent?

- _______, but I’m busy preparing for my test.
Thanks a lot B. I’d love to C. That’s all right D. Never mind

11．She didn’t know to do when the boy was ill.
A. where B. which C. what D. how

12．You can call me 78653487 or email me happy@126.com.
A. in; on B. on; at C. on; on D. at; at

13．Vivien worked very hard at all her lessons. , she become the top students in her
class.

A. In order to B. As a result C. As usual D. For example
14．-- What a terrible flood!

-- Yes. We must try to prevent the flood the fish in the river.
A. to save B. save C. of saving D. from saving



15．-- It’s reported that three firemen lost their lives in the big fire.
-- .
A. Not at all B. I’m afraid C. I’m sorry to hear that D. It doesn’t matter.


